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Lenovo 4XJ0L59637 screen protector (4XJ0L59637)
Privacy Filter for X1 Yoga
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 50.78 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 10.66 €

Product details:
Product code: 4XJ0L59637
EAN: 0190576238942
Manufacturer: Lenovo

61.44 €
* VAT included
Privacy Filters for Lenovo Laptops and x1 notebooks : Privacy, protection and reliable touch compatibility from Lenovo
Privacy Filters from 3M.
Lenovo ThinkPad Privacy Filters utilize microreplication technology from 3M to create an excellent viewing experience
on your high resolution displays. Lenovo Privacy Filters blackout side views quickly, delivering privacy and keeping
visual hackers in the dark. This is a key benefit to companies as it provides the first line of defense against visual
hacking protecting private information from being hacked by on lookers. Privacy filters also reduce glare from bright
backlight panels and overhead lights though that's not its primary function. Another function is that privacy filters guards
and protects your screen from scratches and smears keeping your monitor screens safe from unwanted destruction. We
offer touch specific parts and non-touch parts to align with the device capabilities.Privacy Filters for ThinkPad
notebooks/laptops allow you to work with the peace of mind that your information on your screen is safe from wandering
eyes
It ensures the privacy of your clients records in compliance with state & country laws and regulations in industries like
finance, consulting, healthcare, government and education (e.g., HIPPA (ensuring PHI), HITECH, NIST,PII (Patient
Identifiable Information), ISO, PCI (Payment Card Info) Gramm Leach Biley Act-privacy in finance, Sarbanes-Oxley,
CIPA (Children's Internet Protection Act) and several breach notification laws in various states
All Lenovo Privacy Filters for ThinkPad systems are constructed and built with high-grade optical film to ensure that the
user maintains high clarity with no optical distortion.
All Lenovo Privacy filters for ThinkPad systems are lightweight and easy to install and includes 3M adhesive strips
which allow for easy residue-free removal for multiple on-and-off uses.
All Lenovo Privacy Filters utilizes anti-reflective coating to reduce reflection. This improves efficiency by reducing the
amount of light lost thereby improving image contrast by eliminating unwanted light sources.
Main specifications:

Features
Type:
Device type:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:

Clear screen protector
Desktop/Laptop
Lenovo
X1 Yoga

Performance
Privacy filtering function:

Y

Weight & dimensions
Display size (HxV):
Thickness:
Weight:

325.9 x 208 mm
0.3 mm
6g

Packaging content
Quantity per pack:

1 pc(s)

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

